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INTRODUCTION
Statement of Purpose
“FUTURE ORCHARDS 2012” IPP project
A road map to an internationally competitive Australian apple and pear
industry”
To provide Australian apple and pear growers with the technology roadmap they
need to make their orchards globally competitive now and into the future.
The project goals are:
2 years: improve Australian apple and pear growers’ attitude to intensification,
production quality, world competitiveness and the need to understand
profitability.
5 years: there will be a major uptake of intensive orcharding for new plantings,
while older plantings have been managed to provide maximum profitability to
the orchard business.
10 years: The Australian apple and pear industry will be world competitive.
Funding Agencies
Future Orchards 2012 is funded by the Department of Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry’s
Industry Partnership Program and is managed by Apple and Pear Australia Ltd.

Regional AGFIRST Personnel
Ross Wilson
AgFirst Hawke's Bay
John Wilton/Ross Wilson/Kevin Manning
AgFirst Nelson
Craig Hornblow/Steve Spark
Deanna Foley/Jude Stirling

Project and client management, data
processing and reporting.
NTA’s of Northern Victoria, NSW and
Queensland
NTA of Southern Victoria, West Australia,
South Australia and Tasmania
Processing of data, databasing and
reporting.

AGFIRST personnel (see Appendix 1)
Monitor Blocks will be used to monitor, track and focus on throughout the project but
will not be the only focus. We have an objective to clarify the way forward with new

plantings for each locality but also to maximise current orchard performance. Most
Monitor Blocks are new dwarf plantings. We may also use conventional plantings in the
future to demonstrate new technologies applicable to existing blocks.
SETTING THE SCENE
Change – why should we? Do we need to?
The marketing environment is dynamic and forever changing
Imbalances between supply and demand – More and more newer varieties are being produced
worldwide but slow removal of existing older varieties has taken place. This has placed
downward pressure on price for many so called commodity varieties.
Consumer Attitude – expect greater choice, great quality and seek better value for money.
Also demanding more sustainable practices from growers and safer nutritious food.
Consolidation of supermarkets- fewer retail chains demanding higher quality and seeking
more control.
Increasing complexity of market requirements- it has become more complex to meet market
requirements, therefore more alliances being formed between producers, exporters and
supermarkets to form integrated supply chains etc.
Market requirements for quality
What does quality mean?
Quality means different things to different people. Producers, retailers and consumers
often view quality differently.
The producer wants to meet the required standards with as much of his/her fruit as
possible.
The retailer although consumer focused, is still orientated towards dictating product
specifications for supply. They want consistent presentation, varietal differences,
attractive appearance and flavour/textures that appeal to the consumer.
The consumer wants attractive, crisp, juicy, flavourful fruit that are safe and nutritious to
eat. They show acceptance by their willingness to keep purchasing the fruit.
Ultimately the producer must become more attuned to the consumers preferences, thus
produce quality fruit the consumer is willing to keep paying for (and hopefully for a
premium).
Factors affecting Quality
Many factors affect quality. However the condition of fruit at harvest is critical in
determining its potential postharvest quality and indeed, the quality it arrives at the
consumer. The factors of most concern to the grower are those that he/she can directly
influence. These include site selection, choice of rootstock, variety, tree vigour, crop load,
canopy development, shading, temperature etc.
The selection of which variety is also critical, as the consumer will pay a premium for the
variety that has exceptional eating quality or is new and well marketed. (the laws of
supply and demand) The variability within the chosen variety must also be minimised, so
to keep the consumer repurchasing.

Intensive planting systems using dwarf rootstocks offer the potential to achieve
consistent high quality fruit through more uniform light within the canopy, and better
carbohydrate portioning. This leads to improved fruit size, colour, sugar and firmness
characteristics and reduced risk of disorders through better vigour control and nutritional
balance.
However there are risks with intensive plantings and these need to be known in advance
and planned for. These include:- the cost of development and the cost of getting it wrong
(usually planting too far apart).
What are the Benefits of Intensification
There are numerous benefits from a dwarfing intensive system. Among these are:• lower operating costs,
• simplification/systemisation,
• high consistent production,
• better quality fruit,
• larger size,
• early production.
Key Drivers for Intensification
Fruit value and marketable yield (more influence than tree density).
These factors are all related to the choice of variety, growing site, production method etc.
It does not make economic sense to plant a low paying variety on a dwarf tree as the cost
of trees and orchard development may not warrant the market return?
Higher density can be more profitable providing things go to plan!
Do you have a plan?
The profitability of new developments is maximised by planting the best value trees available (highest
quality) and ensuring that they grow and produce to their full potential.
What to Focus on with Intensification
Intensification requires new skills that need to be learnt. One of these is the
understanding that MAXIMISING SUNLIGHT is critical in any intensification, whether
it be planting new dwarf rootstocks or utilising bigger, more widely spaced trees. Shading
is the biggest factor in loss of productivity. Therefore, growers need to understand how
to better manage this by utilising not only tree density, but also all the other management
tools available such as pruning, nutrition, irrigation, soil type, location, training methods,
new chemistry etc. During the course of these field days we will examine how you can
incorporate many of these factors into your orchard based on the experiences of growers
in your district.

Where to start
Most importantly you need a vision of what your orchard and trees will look like. Once
you successfully mastered the type and shape of tree you are after, the next challenge is

to set about learning the skills to achieve it. The aim of this project over the next two
years is to start identifying the system that best meets this objective. We hope you enjoy
the journey

What is World Class?
Key objective of the project is to help the Australian pipfruit industry become world
class?
For your orchard to be World Class. What does this mean? Is it yield? Quality?
Profitability? Expanding or Growing? Can you help us define what you think an
Australian World Class pipfruit producer would be doing in 5 years time?
Some suggestions:
v Yield accumulation in the first 5 years of any new development > 150 tonne/ha,
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v high sustainable mature yields of 40-80 tonne/ha depending on variety,
v high recovery of first class fruit: fruit quality that delivers to the consumer a great
eating experience,
v good variety mix including the old favourites and premium varieties with all
blocks on the orchard contributing and having a role.
v Growing under an environmentally sustainable system. Utilisation of best practice
in terms of P&D control, water management, staff employment etc
v Successful marketing alliances and methods.
v Novel or differentiated products eg farmer markets, organic production, labelled
fruit just to name a few.

CURRENT PLANTINGS
Are your current plantings delivering a positive result?
Do you know that each block of trees on the orchard is contributing?
If a block is not performing, is there anything you can do to improve it or is the best
thing for it the firewood merchant. This project will not only investigate and demonstrate
the benefits of new planting but will also deal with existing plantings. The tools required
to really understand profitability will be demonstrated and discussion will take place on
strategies to improve the performance of existing plantings.
Below are two examples of mature blocks of Royal Gala. One should have been chopped
out a long time ago. Can you pick which one?

NEW PLANTINGS
WHY CHANGE WHAT YOU’RE DOING?
Why plant on dwarfing rootstocks at high intensity?
What are the pros and cons? Depending on the size of the group this could be an
interactive white board session! Try to get the ideas from the audience and then
supplement.
Pros
Rapid yield accumulation per ha
Better fruit quality ~ appearance and eating
quality (fruit size, colour, brix, firmness.
More efficient cropping canopies leading
to lower INPUTS of production eg
pruning , spraying etc
Very effective use of valuable land resource
Simplified systems eg pruning, thinning,
harvesting
Easier for labour to work~ can eliminate
picking buckets and ladders, Platforms
become a possibility

Cons
High initial capital cost
Potentially higher exposure to sunburn if
trees don’t perform?
Higher risk of failure, due to little buffering
capacity of the root system
but what if land is plentiful and cheap?

NEW PLANTING VISION
So you’re a grower and you:
1) Have a good block of land
2) You’ve made the decision that you intend to continue growing pipfruit into the future
3) But your capital is limited
What are your new planting options? What is your ultimate variety, rootstock and tree
density? Give us some options for your situation. We have listed the decisions other
global producers have derived in the table below:
Region
NZ

Southern
Germany
South Tyrol
Northern Italy

France

USA New York
State
Shepparton

Batlow

Orange

Stanthorpe

Variety
Jazz, Red Fuji
sports, Cripps
Pink and red
sports,
Tentation

Rootstock
M9 or CG202

Cameo, Kiku
Fuji, Braeburn
Gala, Braeburn,
Kiku Fuji,
Cripps Pink,
Goldens and
Reds

M9
M9(T337)

M9 (T337)

M9 clones and
CG series

Density
1800-3000 (3.04.0 *1.0-1.5)
depends on
replant or new
land, scion
variety and
grower choice.
3300 –4200
(3.0-3.2*0.81.0)

Reason
All of the pros
listed above, 4
vars listed
could deliver
profitable
returns for 10
years or more

Very expensive
land that there
is no more of.
Must max every
m2
1670-3500 (3.5Many new
4.0*0.8-1.5)
orchards at
approx 1670
trees/ha. Land
is cheap and
available
2000-3600 (3.03.9 * 0.9-1.2)

Case Study 1 – Italy
Italy was forced to adopt intensification back in the 1990’s as a way forward for its
pipfruit producers. Production per hectare was declining to uneconomic levels and most
were still producing on older, less profitable varieties. Over a period of not much more
than 7 years, the whole industry changed to intensive planting of dwarf trees.
However before adopting their plant spacing, which is mostly 3000+ trees per hectare,
you first need to understand their conditions. Land is very expensive and orchard size is
mostly small. They suffer little if any apparent replant problems and growers often avoid
paying tax. High density tree planting allows them to control vigour and maximise yields.
They consistently achieve high average production even though severe climate conditions
often prevail e.g., spring frosts.
Case Study 2 – France
Unlike Italy, the price of land in France is relatively cheap, therefore orchard size is
correspondingly larger. They are now also planting into neighbouring countries like
Poland where land is very cheap. They have adopted lower tree planting densities of
1500-2500 trees per hectare. They focus on controlling vigour and tree growth.
Case Study no.3- Changing times, changing orchard – pages 6&7, March 2004
Tree Fruit
A family farm in the Yarra Valley operated by two brothers who went on a European
Study tour in 2000. What they saw started them down the track of intensification. They
made changes to the way they manage their business; they reviewed their choice of
varieties, changed their tree management and put into practice other ideas they had
learnt. The result was for them to aim at growing smaller trees that came into
production earlier. To do this they looked to improve the tree quality that came from the
nursery and adopted better pest and disease management. They also identified that
growing a balanced tree early was necessary to achieve there goals.
Case Study no.4- Summary of International Research findings into intensification
There are numerous trails and research from around the world that highlight that
dwarfing rootstocks can yield two to three times more during the early years compared to
less efficient, more vigorous rootstocks. Also as the orchard ages the dwarfing rootstocks
do not lose their advantages and often continue to produce more than vigorous
rootstocks. As growers make the transition from semi-vigorous and semi-dwarf
rootstocks to dwarfing rootstocks, they can often hesitate to plant trees at the closer
spacing because of fear that vigour will be difficult to control. However if growers adopt
modern pruning and training systems and learn the new skills required as they move to
dwarfing rootstocks then higher tree densities can be successfully managed.
Australia
Land is relatively inexpensive however water limitations exist. Staff members have a high
level of skill. Replant problems exist. You need to define a planting density and system
that suits your location, soil type and your conditions.

Establishment Considerations:
What do you need to consider:
v Land: Access, Cross boundary issues
v Microclimate suitability by variety eg Chile can’t grow Cripps Pink, BB and Fuji
in their northern areas as these varieties sunburn and don’t colour in their
northern microclimates. Hawkes Bay Cox Orange is inferior to Nelson Cox.
Need to be able to identify what your microclimate can produce at a world-class
level. If your location can’t produce at a world-class level and you still want to be
a pipfruit producer you may need to move to a more desirable location. This
decision will be dependent on how market condition evolve.
v Water: Irrigation water is critical to intensive dwarfing rootstocks. It may also be
necessary for Frost protection. Ensure the site has access to the necessary water
reserves and the irrigation system is appropriate to the site.
v Soil , drainage , fertility, compaction. Trees will not perform to their potential
unless ground conditions are maximised. This is a full subject in itself and may be
addressed in more detail in future field walks.
v Hail Risk: evaluate the risk., Often the site is desirable for many other reasons
other than hail. If hail is likely to impact your crop on a regular basis, consider
either another location or alternatively hail protection, either insurance or netting.
Make sure the cost of hail protection is built into your new planting budgets.
v Frost risk? Is there a spring or autumn frost risk and to what level. In many of
the best growing regions for pipfruit around the world, frosts will be a risk that
needs to be considered and controlled. Sometimes passive control measure will
be sufficient eg bare moist earth, under tree sprinklers, urea application. However
in many locations more active measures such as wind machines, helicopters or
overhead water will be required to minimise the risk.
v Replant Risk? Will your site suffer specific apple replant disorder: SARD. If so
tree growth will be substantially less than virgin (non pipfruit land). If you do
have a SARD problem, how are you going to overcome it. Sterilisation, rootstock
choice, plant density and nutrition are all options to consider and implement
where necessary.
v Labour availability: prior to planting ensure that your location is going to be able
to attract sufficient numbers of labour units to manage the crop. Labour supply is
a major problem in many growing regions around the world. Pipfruit production
can be a lot of fun if there are plenty of pickers. If not it’s a nightmare.
v Tree Supply: many studies around the world have demonstrated the benefits of a
good well feathered tree. Do everything in your power (good planning,
specification agreements, etc) to ensure you plant a good line of trees.
v Variety: One of the most difficult decisions. What variety will the market be
paying premiums for in 5 –15 years. We can’t answer this question for the
Australian growers at this stage however with the help of APFIP will bring this
debate up regularly throughout the project.
v Rootstock: the rootstock that is selected must have the following attributes” be
able to maintain a good vigour/cropping balance at full production, must
produce just enough vigour to keep the tree turning over but not excessive vigour
that encourages the production of wood at the expense of fruit. Must be able to

fill the allotted space in a reasonable amount of time. Ideally has good pest and
disease tolerance and maybe able to tolerate water deficits and surplus’s.
Worldwide the predominate rootstock choice is M9 and clones of. In most sites
M9 achieves a good cropping vigour balance and a highly efficient cropping
canopy. M9 however is only one rootstock option and may not be the most
appropriate in all sites.
v Plant density: Optimum plant density and tree form are hotly debated topics. The
optimum plant density will be the density that delivers the orchardist investor the
best Return On Investment (ROI). ROI is measured internationally with a longterm crop such as pipfruit using either Internal Rate of Return (IRR) or Net
Present Value (NPV). Both parameters take account of the length of the
investment. Investment studies have been carried out internationally using
replicated planting trials similar to those in at the Grove Research Station,
Tasmania and Lenswood South Australia. Another research site in Albion , New
York has also carried out similar analyses.
The graph below shows the IRR of a range of plant densities using the variety
Cripps Pink and Cripps Red at Lenswood .
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The Lenswood study concluded:
With the Cripps Pink IRR 10 year calculation there was a distinct upward trend from 2000 to 3500
trees/ha which then fell away above 3500 trees/ha.
There appeared to be no economic reason for increasing tree densities beyond the range of 2000-3500
trees/ha.
The economic performance of Cripps Red was much lower than Cripps Pink at this site due to both
cropping performance and market returns. In the Cripps Red plantings both light interception and leaf
area index were below target.
This study gives guidance on optimum tree density for SA conditions but also
demonstrates the need to optimise not only plant density but variety and rootstock. The
variables cannot be considered individually.

New York Gala
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The New York study concluded:
“With replant sites in NY State, all densities up to 5,500 tress/ha were manageable and productive.
The optimum plant density for profitability was between 2,200 and 3000 trees/ha. The super spindle
densities were profitable, but less profitable than more moderate densities of around 2,200 trees/ha. They
estimate that the investment risk increases with increasing investment costs, making the superspindle
system at > 5000 trees/ha riskier from an investment perspective.”
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Variety Choice
What are the varieties that are likely to achieve the best return on investment for your
location. Group Discussion to divulge their options for their microclimate.
Some examples might include:
Red Fuji, Cripps Pink (including high colour strains), Jazz for the few growers that can
access. Royal Gala (and high colour strains), Honeycrisp, Ambrosia. Prevar varieties eg
Sweetie?
Pears

Early Yield Performance
If you plant a dwarf intensive orchard or any orchard for that matter, how important is it
to make them grow. Is rapid yield accumulation critical? How quickly can you reach full
production.
Many international studies have demonstrated that yield is closely related to light
interception. Low productivity in orchards can be broadly attributed to either 1)
insufficient tree size and canopy volume or 2) excessive tree vigour and internal shading
(Middleton et al. 2002). Intensively planted dwarf systems need to establish canopy
volume quickly to be able to give the orchardist a good ROI.
Middleton et al 2002 determined that a suggested vision to aim for in apple orchard
design system design for high yield and fruit quality is:
v Mid season light interception of 60%
v Leaf area index (LAI) of close to 2.0 and not so low that there is excessive fruit
sunburn. LAI >2 is likely to result in poor fruit quality through excessive shading
v North/South row orientation
v Trees as discrete units with a well- defined leader
v Tree tops that do not merge and are separated by gaps
v A narrow canopy depth in all directions from which sunlight is incident
throughout the day.
AgFirst firmly believe that a key measure of success of a new dwarf planting is the rate at
which it can develop canopy to achieve close to 60% light interception. As the project
unfolds we will find that different blocks vary significantly in this parameter. One of the
keys of this project will be finding the solutions that minimise the time to 60% light
interception for each location throughout Australia.
This project probably doesn’t have the resource to accurately measure light interception
however there are 2 canopy measurements that are used worldwide that are closely
related to light interception and cropping potential. They are Tree Row Volume (TRV)
and Trunk Cross Sectional Area (TCA)

FUTURE ORCHARDS 2012
Demonstration on how to measure Tree Row Volume TRV/Trunk Cross Sectional Area
(TCA) /and take photopoints
TRV, TCA and PHOTOPOINT MEASUREMENTS
Both TRV and TCA measurements are to be taken once per season. This should be
done after pruning but before budbreak. We suggest some time in July or August. In
Year 1 of the project this will need to happen in September due to the projects
commencement date. Photopoints are to be taken twice in a season, once at the same
time as the TRV/TCA measurement (i.e. dormant after pruning) and once just prior to
harvest.
Tree Row Volume (TRV)
This measurement gives an indication of the canopy volume. This is a useful
measurement to judge:
v the incremental growth of the block
v the potential light interception and hence yield potential
v spray water volumes required
Method.
Choose a tree that represents the overall block. Mark that tree with tape to ensure you
can re-measure the same tree with subsequent measurements. Only change trees if the
sample tree becomes unrepresentative of the overall block.
This measurement is easiest done with 2 people although can be done with one. Use a
pole with 0.5m increments to measure height and establish the centre of the canopy.
(Alternatively mark an intermediate post) Each person then stands either side of the
canopy using a tape measure strung between them.
At 0.5m intervals from ground level measure the overall canopy width. The
measurement at each height should represent the average value in that proximity.
Enter these values in meters into the supplied excel spreadsheet calculator.

Trunk Cross Sectional Area (TCA)
The trunk cross sectional area gives a measure of the trees potential cropping capacity
particularly as a young tree. It also gives a good guide on the relative tree growth
season to season.
Method
Use the same tree as in the TRV calculation as your first tree. Then mark 10 trees in
total using every second tree down the row. Make sure the row you choose initially is
representative of the whole block (don’t use rows next to shelter belts). Each
measurement of TCA will involve 10 trees.

Measure either the diameter or the circumference of the tree whichever is the easiest.
With small trees measuring the diameter with a set of callipers will be the easiest
technique. When measuring large trees, the circumference will be easier using a soft
tape.
Measure the diameter or circumference 20cm above the bud union.
Diameter measurements with calipers should take 2 measurements per trunk as
sometimes the trunk is not perfectly round. Enter the average of the two readings into
the spreadsheet.
Photopoints
Photopoints are to be taken of each block twice per year. The first photopoint is to be
taken at the same time as the TRV/TCA. The second photopoint is to be taken just
prior to harvest to show the canopy with a complete crop.
Each photopoint will have 2 views, a tree view and a row view.
For the row view, fill the frame as much as possible. Try to focus on one side of the
row, rather than down the middle of the row. Both rows need to be in the frame.
The tree view should take an image of an individual tree. For the tree photo, fill the
frame of the picture as much as you can, while making sure to capture base and top of
the tree. When the trees are small you can fill the frame with one tree. Once they
become mature you will need to take the photo at approx 45 degrees to the row so that
the whole tree is in the frame. If you can capture an intermediate post or measured
pole in the frame this can be useful as a visual reference as to tree size and height.
Photos should have a proportion of .75:1, ie, a 6” x 8” photo has these proportions –
the shorter side being .75 of the longer side, with row view photos taken landscape,
and tree view photos taken portrait.
Photos should be at a minimum of 1200 pixels wide on their longer edge, ie,
1200x900 pixels (if your camera specifies file size instead of pixels, select 1
megapixel or higher).
Examples of a good Row and tree view are shown over.

Row View

Tree View

MONITOR BLOCK 1 (space provided for your notes)
Block History: Year planted, Rootstock, spacing, scion

Block performance last year and previously

Pruning/Training Philosophy

Chemical and hand thinning results

Water management

Nutrition inputs

Limiting factors

What could be improved?

MONITOR BLOCK 2
Block History: Year planted, Rootstock, spacing, scion

Block performance last year and previously

Pruning/Training Philosophy

Chemical and hand thinning results

Water management

Nutrition inputs

Limiting factors

What could be improved?

Appendix 1

AgFirst Profiles
Ross Wilson
(Director AgFirst Hawke's Bay), BHortSc (Hons), Horticultural Consultant
After graduating from Massey University in 1982, Ross has had extensive horticultural experience
including merchandising, exporting, property and packhouse management and, in the last 17
years, consultancy.
For the past 17 years Ross has been providing horticultural advice to New Zealand fruit growers
and their associated agribusinesses. Ross is able to offer a complete consultancy service including
purchase feasibilities, financial planning and monitoring, labour recruitment, training and
management, technical and financial advice.
He has also worked closely with Central and Local Government and the Agribusiness sector
including Packers, Exporters, Bankers, Processors, Retailers, Insurers and Manufacturers. Using
his vast experience of the fruit growing industry Ross can often assist agribusinesses achieve their
desired goals using AgFirst’s professional and independent service.
Ross has had extensive horticultural project management experience similar to APAL's Future
Orchard 2012 Project, including:
•
•
•
•
•

Facilitation of the Focus Orchard program in Hawke's Bay.
Management of the current Focus Vineyard program.
Management of the MAF Pipfruit and Viticultural Farm Monitoring Reports.
Collation of the New Zealand Pipfruit Statistics Annual.
Production of the New Zealand Pipfruit Crop Estimate 2004-2006.

John Wilton
(Director AgFirst Hawke's Bay), BAgSc (Hort), FNZSHS, CPAg, Deciduous Fruits Specialist
John is regarded as one of New Zealand’s deciduous fruit specialists with over 40 years
experience advising the fruit industry. Prior to forming AgFirst, John was MAF’s Deciduous
Fruits Specialist which involved significant national and international travel, researching and
advising his specialist area.
John’s specialist area is technical fruit production although he also gets involved in financial
analysis and budgeting. He also sits on and advises several of the industries committees including,
NZ Pesticides Board, Plant Variety Rights.
John has been an integral part of the New Zealand Intensive Benchmarking project, where his
experience is invaluable in collection and analysis of data, grower education through field walks,
industry reports and published articles. John has traveled the growing regions of the world
extensively and has an intimate understanding of pipfruit production worldwide.

Kevin Manning
BHortSc, Horticultural Consultant
Kevin joined AgFirst in December 1996 coming from a background of 14 years horticultural
experience, 7 years as a Fruitfed Field Representative and 7 years as Regional Technical Advisor.

Like Ross, Kevin is able to offer his fruit grower clients a complete consultancy service including
purchase feasibilities, financial planning and monitoring, labour recruitment, training and
management, packhouse management, technical and financial advice.
Kevin’s specialist skills are focused mainly on property supervision, contract research, contract
labour services and Integrated Fruit Production.

Craig Hornblow
(Director AgFirst Motueka), BHortSc, NZSHS, Horticultural Consultant
Craig is a well established pipfruit consultant in the Motueka-Nelson region, where he puts his 24
years of horticultural experience, 17 of that as a consultant, to use on a range of levels.
He provides advice to small growers through to corporate clients, on issues ranging from
financial and staff management to the full spectrum of practical growing issues. Has significant
experience with field research and new variety and product development.
Craig has had extensive involvement in industry analysis, including involvement in MAF Policy's
annual Pipfruit Farm Monitoring analysis for many years, co-authoring (with Ross Wilson) the
2004, 2005 and 2006 National Crop Estimate for Pipfruit NZ. Craig also manages the ongoing
New Zealand Intensive Benchmarking project.
Craig has travelled extensively in the last 3-4 years researching new intensive planting systems.
Craig's expertise in this area is highly regarded in New Zealand and around the world.

Steve Spark
(Director AgFirst Motueka), DipHortSc, NZSHS, Horticultural Consultant
Steve 24 years horticultural experience, 17 of those as a consultant. Steve provides his clients with
a full orchard consultancy service covering all aspects of growing and business management, and
also provides full property supervision services for absentee owners.
Well versed in economic and industry analysis, Steve manages the MAF Nelson pipfruit
monitoring data collection and commentary and the MAF Marlborough viticulture monitoring
report.

Deanna Foley
IT Specialist, Database Designer/Administrator
With nine years experience in database design and administration, Deanna is responsible for the
development of a range of information products – from financial and physical analyses on block,
grower or regional levels, through to national level with the Pipfruit NZ National Crop Estimate.
Deanna has worked closely with the Benchmarking Best Practice for Intensive Systems in New
Zealand project, managing data collation and analysis, and developing the Intensive
Benchmarking section of the New Zealand Pipfruit website.

Jude Stirling
Administrator
Jude is AgFirst Hawke's Bay's Office Manager. She is a competent project manager and will be
assisting with the many forms of data that AGFIRST will be processing as part of this project.

